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Abstract—The increasing performance and availability of embedded systems increases their attractiveness for biomedical applications. With advances in sensor processing and classiﬁcation
algorithms, real-time decision support in patient monitoring
becomes feasible. However, the gap between algorithm design
and their embedded realization is growing.
This paper overviews an approach for development of biomedical devices at an abstract algorithm level with automatic generation of an embedded implementation. Based on a case study
of a Brain Computer Interface (BCI), this paper demonstrates
capturing, modeling and synthesis of such applications.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With advances in algorithm design, biomedical devices gain
signiﬁcantly in importance in a wide range of applications:
from real-time analysis physiologic data to alert medical staff
in event of anomalies to augmentation systems enhancing
human interaction. For the efﬁcient development of algorithms
for these real-time implementations, a close interaction with
the underlying system is required. However, algorithm development currently uses abstract tools and methodologies
(Matlab, Labview) that are primarily focused on the algorithm
design.
In this paper, we evaluate a methodology for system-level
design of biomedical devices, which allows abstract development of algorithms and offers a the same time an automatic
generation of virtual platforms for performance evaluation
and back-end synthesis. The methodology aims to support
rapid algorithm development with straight-forward realization
in an embedded system. The methodology also bridges the gap
between algorithm developer and embedded system architect.
It allows the algorithm developer to naturally express the
algorithm and offers a concrete speciﬁcation for the embedded
system architect. In result of the enabled collaboration, the
system-level design approach will lead to shorter development
cycles and a faster time-to-market.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. After
brieﬂy outlining the related work in Section II, Section III
overviews the proposed methodology. Section IV describes the
case study application of brain-computer interfacing. Finally,
Section V concludes the paper.

II. R ELATED W ORK

Combating the disparity between the moderate increase
in design efﬁciency and the rapid increase in chip design
complexity as expressed in the productivity gap [1], [2], [3] has
long been the aim design automation. With the unparalleled
increase in software complexity the challenges have even
increased further, creating a wider gap as expressed in the
system design gap [4]. In order to increase the efﬁciency
in designing complex embedded systems designers move to
Electronic System Level (ESL) utilizing higher levels of
abstraction.
Instead of low-level implementation, System-Level Design [5] captures system functionality at higher levels of
abstraction. This results in fewer, coarser grained modules that
are expressed irrespective of their later mapping to hardware
or software. System Level Design Languages (SLDLs), such
as SystemC [6] and SpecC [7], have been developed to
efﬁciently capture high-level designs, providing parallel execution, modularity, hierarchy, and separating at the same time the
orthogonal aspects of computation and communication. These
languages are based on common programming languages C++
and C, which eases the acceptance for software developers.
After successfully capturing a design at the high level,
the next major task is the design space exploration to explore suitable platform candidates considering trade-offs between hardware and software implementations. ESL Synthesis Methodologies (see overview in [8]) are emerging that
systematically reﬁne a system speciﬁcation toward a platform
implementation. Examples include Dedalus [9], SCE [10],
SystemCoDesigner [11], Metropolis [12], Koski [13], and
PeaCE/HOPES [14]. These methodologies use the concept of
virtual platforms (VPs) for a functional performance simulation of real platforms (consisting of processors, hardware
accelerators, memories, and bus hierarchies).
In this paper, we harness the power of the ESL environment
System-on-Chip (SCE) [10] for exploring design alternatives
and generating an embedded implementation for biomedical
applications focusing on body brain interface systems.

III. A PPROACH
A. Overview
The overall design ﬂow is highlighted in Fig. 1. At its
input, the user speciﬁes the application as a set of algorithms, basically in form of a set of parallel C behaviors
(see Section III-B). In addition, system architecture decisions
are entered describing the target platfrom as a composition
of processing elements (such as general purpose processors,
digital signal processors, custom hardware components, or
IP blocks), communication hierarchy (busses, hierarchical
busses connected by routers, or network-on-chip topology)
and memory elements. It also contains the mapping of the
behaviors of algorithm onto the processing elements on the
platform, their scheduling parameters and policies, as well as
the communication parameters.
In the usage scenario of biomedical applications, we anticipate that the responsibilities will be split between the algorithm
designers for developing the biomedical application at an
abstract level, and the embedded platform designers who will
deﬁne the platform composition depending on the application
demands.
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The ESL Toolsuite SCE[10] then generates a Virtual Platform (VP) in form of a Transaction-Level Model (TLM).
The VP (see Section III-C) offers rapid feedback about the
performance inﬂuence of the architecture decisions. It employs abstract models of the processors involved, including
a representation of dynamic dynamic scheduling, bus models
for communication modeling as well as the memory and
IO components. For the application designers, the VP will
give initial results about the computational complexity and
target-speciﬁc timing complexity of the captured algorithms.
The embedded platform designer on the other hand, will use
the application-speciﬁc VP for identifying suitable custom
platforms meeting the application requirements.
Once the application development is ﬁnalized and a suitable
platform (performance, power, reliability) is found, the backend generation of the ESL tool suite will be used for generating
target binaries for each processor in the system (Section III-D)
as well as synthesizing custom hardware components through
High-Level Synthesis (HLS) and instantiation of Intellectual

Property (IP) components. The bottom half of Fig. 1 shows
an anticipated target architecture of a processor assisted by
custom accelerators in an FPGA.
B. Application Capture
Fig. 2 illustrates basic features of the input speciﬁcation.
Following the semantic deﬁnitions [7], [15], the algorithm’s
computation is captured in behaviors, and communication is
expressed in channels or through shared variables. Each behavior contains C code capturing the computation. Behaviors
are composed hierarchically deﬁning containment as well as
the behavioral hierarchy. Behavioral hierarchy expresses the
execution semantics allowing sequential, parallel, pipelined
and state machine execution.
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In Fig. 2 the initialization Binit is sequentially followed by
the main processing BEval . A variable V 0 is used for communication between these behaviors. With the sequential execution,
no additional synchronization is required. BEval contains three
behaviors (BPre , BProcess and BPost ) arranged in a pipeline
fashion with pipelined variables (V 1 and V 2) connecting the
pipeline stages. Two additional behaviors (Stimulus, Monitor)
run in parallel communicating through channels. Channels
offer standardized communication and synchronization with
primitives for buffered and buffered communication, as well
as various synchronization alternatives.
C. Virtual Platform
Given the application deﬁnition and the architecture decisions, the SCE generates virtual platforms at increasing level
of detail [16]. Starting from an application model reﬂecting
target-speciﬁc application execution, via a task model that
shows dynamic scheduling effects, via a ﬁrmware model capturing basic application and communication medium speciﬁc
drivers, to the complete transaction-level processor model.
The latter includes a complete synchronization chain (interrupt
chain), hardware interrupt scheduling and a transaction level
bus interface.
Fig. 3 (source [16]) shows an example of a generated processor TLM. The processor TLM is connected via transactionlevel models of the communication system to IP components
and custom hardware units. Simulating both computation and
communication, the TLM-based virtual platform offers early
insight into the envisioned target platform: from scheduling
decisions, processor load factors, to detailed communication
load analysis. Being generated out of the application speciﬁcation, the VP offers both functional as well as performance
validation.
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D. Software Synthesis
After the functional and performance goals have been
validated using the virtual platform, the TLM serves as an
input to the software synthesis [17]. Fig. 4 outlines the ﬂow.
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Software synthesis deals with two major tasks the code
generation and the Hardware-dependent Software synthesis.
Code generation extracts the application code out of the modeled tasks in the TLM. It ﬂattens the hierarchy and translates
SLDL-speciﬁc constructs into C-code. The HdS synthesis
then generates multi-tasking code targeted for the selected
execution platform (either RTOS-based or for bare-metal C
execution). For communication between tasks, it generates
wrapper code that realizes the earlier abstract communication
primitives with services provided by the underlying multitasking solution. For external communication, communication
with components outside of the processor, HdS generates
drivers and interrupt handlers (if selected) that realize selected
communication scheme over the underlying communication
media.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
To validate the proposed solution, we have captured the
application code of a Brain Computer Interface (BCI) application. Non-invasive BCI utilize Electroencephalography
(EEG) signals to detect brain activity and infer the human
intent. As one example, Steady State Visually Evoked Potential

(SSVEP) is the response to an oscillating stimulus with ﬁxed
frequency. The subject will be presented with a screen with
checker sequences ﬂickering at different frequencies. After a
settling period, the frequency of the checker sequence in focus
of the subject is detectable from the visual cortex. Different
communication (e.g. simulation of key presses) and control
(e.g. wheelchair control) applications can be constructed using
this and further advanced principles [18], [19], [20], [21].
Fig. 5 shows an initial model of a SSVEP-based BCI.
In particular, we focused on the detection and classiﬁcation
mechanism. The stimulus to the model is pre-recorded EEG
data in which a subject focused in random order one of 3Hz,
5Hz, 7Hz, 9Hz ﬂickering checkerboards. Using a commercial
g.Tec EEG, 16 channels of EEG were recorded. The output
is controlled via a control channel in the monitor with the
reference output.
In the current design, each of the 16 EEG channels passed
through an FFT and then submitted to a threshold comparison.
Based on its result, a local decision engine forwards the vote
to centralized fusion engine. There, the highest likely focused
on frequency will be selected. We currently implement linear
classiﬁers.
Using SCE [10], we have generated virtual platforms
for the application containing a ARM9EJ-S and a Blackﬁn
BF527 [22] processor, respectively. Stimulus and monitor
were mapped to custom hardware components attached to the
processors memory bus. System simulation was performed
using TLM Virtual Platforms as well as ISS-based virtual
platforms. Different target operating systems of uC/OS-II [23]
and RTEMS [24] were explored.
14,851 lines of application and driver code were generated.
Including platform support and OS code the ARM9 including
uC/OS utilizes a text size of 185kB and the Blackﬁn with
RTEMS (4.11) utilizes 207kB. In this version, both operating
systems were generically conﬁgured. In future, we will include
application-speciﬁc OS conﬁgurations.
V. C ONCLUSION
This paper has given a brief overview over modeling of
biomedical applications in the context of a system-level design
ﬂow. It discussed algorithm capturing in a behavioral hierarchy
of C behaviors that communicate through predeﬁned channels
and shared variables (with strict behavior synchronization).
Our experimental results based on a Brain Computer Interface
application showed modeling, VP generation and software
synthesis of such applications. In future, we will focus on
expanding the synthesis capabilities (e.g. automatic OS conﬁguration) and validate VP accuracy.
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